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Nora Roberts Heart Of The Sea Trilogy Read For Free
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts gets to the Heart of the Game in this collection of two novels about the drives and desires between people playing to win championships of the heart. The
Heart's Victory Once, Cynthia “Foxy” Fox pursued racecar driver Lance Matthews, who dismissed her teenage attentions as a simple crush. Now a professional photographer, she is assigned to cover the racing
circuit—and seeing him again thrills her even as she finds his dangerous career unnerving. Lance cannot believe the awkward girl he once knew has become a confident and desirable woman. And fate has given
him the opportunity to discover who Foxy really is—and if the love she once felt for him can be rekindled. Rules of the Game Brooke Gordon left her orphaned and impoverished childhood in the dust when she
rose to prominence as a respected television director. She has no time or tolerance to coach arrogant baseball champion Parks Jones how to hit his marks for a thirty-second spot no matter how charming he
appears on and off camera. But Parks isn’t a man used to striking out with women—and he’s discovered that waiting for Brooke to throw him the perfect pitch will win him a lifetime of love.
The final book in the New England-set trilogy that began with Dance Upon the Air and Heaven and Earth.
Collects three novels centered around three members of the Concannon family--Maggie, who is hiding from her past, Brianna, a bed-and-breakfast owner, and Shannon, who finds true love after searching for
her real father.
From No.1 New York Times Bestselling author Nora Roberts comes three stories about wilful women on missions to find things other than love. Opposites Attract Asher Wolfe and Ty Starbuck were tennis
superstars: Ty all fire and flash, Asher the ice princess with devastating control. Three years ago, the combination had resulted in a passionate affair. But misunderstandings had ended that. Now the ice
princess was back on the circuit, determined to win. But her concentration was threatened, as Ty's dark eyes dared her to become the fiery woman he had once loved. Untamed It was a realm of magic and
illusions...an ageless wonder in a changing world. So Jovilette Wilder, the diminutive lion trainer, told Keane Prescott, the new owner of the circus. He had seen her gentle the fiercest lion, tumble with
the acrobats. Why couldn't he realise that her heart did cartwheels at the very sight of him, and that for her the greatest wonder of them all was when he held her in his arms? Her Mother's Keeper Gwen
Lacrosse was sure that her mother had been duped by the successful and unscrupulous author Luke Powers. How could anyone fall for such a man? That was until she met him herself. Gwen knew that she should
persuade Luke to return to his native California...but how could she, when she knew that he would take her heart with him?
Quitting her residency after a tragic mistake, Dr. Carrie Bryant returns home to care for her combat veteran brother and pursues a experimental therapy for PTSD before teaming up with an investigative
reporter to find a missing patient.
The Heart's Victory and Rules of the Game: A 2-in-1 Collection
The CPA's Practice Guide
Protecting the Heart
Graceful Hearts
Nightwork
Jewels of the Sun

Two timeless tales of summer love from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts. Rebecca Malone—who has never traveled more than five hundred miles from Philadelphia—heads to Greece after quitting her job and selling off everything that she owns. Her friends and
family think she’s crazy, but Rebecca has never felt saner—especially after meeting Stephen Nickodemus. And for the first time, following an “Impulse” just might give Rebecca’s heart the kick-start that it needs... Former model Zoe Fleming is now a single mother looking for some
help with the bills. But J. Cooper McKinnon doesn’t seem like the perfect tenant. To Coop, a long-time bachelor and sportswriter, the harried Zoe doesn’t seem like the greatest landlord. But what starts out with mutual misgivings could turn into “The Best Mistake” both Zoe and
Coop have ever made. TWO NORA ROBERTS CLASSICS AVAILABLE DIGITALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME Published in print as Two of a Kind
Includes three of the romance author's favorite novels.
A new epic of love and war among gods and humans, from Nora Roberts—the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Awakening. The world of magick and the world of man have long been estranged from one another. But some can walk between the two—including Breen
Siobhan Kelly. She has just returned to Talamh, with her friend, Marco, who’s dazzled and disoriented by this realm—a place filled with dragons and faeries and mermaids (but no WiFi, to his chagrin). In Talamh, Breen is not the ordinary young schoolteacher he knew her as. Here
she is learning to embrace the powers of her true identity. Marco is welcomed kindly by her people—and by Keegan, leader of the Fey. Keegan has trained Breen as a warrior, and his yearning for her has grown along with his admiration of her strength and skills. But one member of
Breen’s bloodline is not there to embrace her. Her grandfather, the outcast god Odran, plots to destroy Talamh—and now all must unite to defeat his dark forces. There will be losses and sorrows, betrayal and bloodshed. But through it, Breen Siobhan Kelly will take the next step on
the journey to becoming all that she was born to be.
In 2007, Mike Ladd walked the River Torrens from its source to the sea, taking notes as he went. First appearing as a popular series of articles in the Adelaide Review with photographs by Cathy Brooks, Karrawirra Parri is a beguiling social and natural history of the river, and a
delightful meditation on literature and walking.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts continues the beloved MacKade Brothers series with Devin, the handsome and dependable sheriff! Since he was a young man, Devin MacKade has always known his destiny was to become sheriff of his small town, to serve and
protect Antietam, Maryland. For a long while he thought his future would also include Cassie Connor—the woman he’s known, and certainly loved, forever. But when Cassie married the wrong man, Devin did the honorable thing and kept his feelings to himself. Twelve years later,
Cassie’s divorced and Devin can finally follow his heart. The question is, can Cassie? Previously published.
From the Heart
Under Currents
Best Laid Plans\From This Day
Change of Heart
Chronicles of The One
Trauma
Two classic tales of finding love and home in the most unexpected places! LOVING JACK Romance author Jackie "Jack" MacNamara is thrilled when her own fictional brooding hero turns up in person right under her roof! Unfortunately, confirmed
bachelor Nathan Powell has no interest in fairy-tale romances. But Jackie is certain that together they can have their happily-ever-after--now all she has to do is convince her stubborn Prince Charming! BEST LAID PLANS Abra Wilson had met men like
Cody Johnson before--charmers who could make a woman's heart rise and fall, and who smile their way out of any situation. The overconfident East Coast architect fits the bill perfectly, and Abra has no plans to fall under his spell...no matter how
distracting he might be. Fortunately, Cody has plans of his own that not even Abra will be able to resist! Previously Published. #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
Aidan, Shawn, and Darcy run the family pub in a pretty seaside village where the magic of Ireland weaves a spell of passion and discovery in this collection that includes all three novels in #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts’
Gallaghers of Ardmore trilogy. JEWELS OF THE SUN Aidan Gallagher possesses an uncommon understanding of his country’s haunting myths. Although he’s devoted to managing the family pub, a hint of wildness still glints in his eyes—and in American
Jude Murray, he sees a woman who can both soothe his heart and stir his blood... TEARS OF THE MOON Dreamer Shawn Gallagher and the clear-minded Brenna O’Toole have known each other all their lives. But now they’ll have to look at each other
with different eyes and accept each other with selfless hearts to earn the gift of love... HEART OF THE SEA All of her life, Darcy Gallagher has wanted more, and made no secret of her hope to find a rich man. But now that she’s met Trevor Magee, it’s a
matter of hearts that must be won—his as well as hers...
A story of stubborn wills and impassioned hearts from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts. Television director Brooke Gordon thinks that baseball player Parks Jones is an insufferable cad with an inflated ego. Unfortunately, he's also
brilliant and her client's spokesman. Brooke is determined to ignore the intense attraction she feels while directing Parks in a commercial. But Parks is willing to break a few rules to convince Brooke that love isn't just a game to him. It means forever...
A NORA ROBTERS CLASSIC AVAILABLE DIGITALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME
Five exceptional romantic thrillers from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts. SANCTUARY When photographer Jo Ellen Hathaway returns to her family's sprawling inn, she hopes to learn the truth about her tragic past with the help of
Nathan Delaney—who was on the island the summer her mother disappeared. But Sanctuary may be the most dangerous place of all... HOMEPORT Caught in a web of treachery and deceit, beautiful, unassuming art historian Dr. Miranda Jones finds
safety in the arms of seductive thief Ryan Boldari. Now, her only way home is filled with deception, treachery, and a danger that threatens them both... THE REEF Marine archaeologist Tate Beaumont and salvager Matthew Lassiter join forces to search
for a legendary treasure. But their uneasy alliance is threatened when danger and desire begin to rise to the surface… RIVER'S END Olivia can barely recall the night her life became an infamous part of Hollywood history—the night a monster with her
father's face took her mother away forever. With the help of Noah Brady, she hopes to open the door to her past, but there's no telling what's waiting on the other side... CAROLINA MOON Haunted by the unsolved murder of her childhood friend Hope,
Tory Bodeen has returned to her small South Carolina hometown. As she forges a new bond with Hope's brother Cade, Tory discovers that living so close to those unhappy memories will be more difficult and frightening than she could ever have
expected...
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts introduces an unforgettable thief in an unputdownable new novel... Greed. Desire. Obsession. Revenge . . . It’s all in a night’s work. Harry Booth started stealing at nine to keep a roof over his ailing
mother’s head, slipping into luxurious, empty homes at night to find items he could trade for precious cash. When his mother finally succumbed to cancer, he left Chicago—but kept up his nightwork, developing into a master thief with a code of honor
and an expertise in not attracting attention?or getting attached. Until he meets Miranda Emerson, and the powerful bond between them upends all his rules. But along the way, Booth has made some dangerous associations, including the ruthless
Carter LaPorte, who sees Booth as a tool he controls for his own profit. Knowing LaPorte will leverage any personal connection, Booth abandons Miranda for her own safety—cruelly, with no explanation—and disappears. But the bond between Miranda
and Booth is too strong, pulling them inexorably back together. Now Booth must face LaPorte, to truly free himself and Miranda once and for all.
Legacy
From This Day\Her Mother's Keeper
The Dragon Heart Legacy, Book 1
Face the Fire
Of Blood and Bone
The Becoming
For both Zane and Darby, their small town roots hold a terrible secret. Now, decades later, they've come together to build a new life. But will the past set them free or pull them under? Zane Bigelow grew up in a beautiful, perfectly kept house in North Carolina’s Blue Ridge
Mountains. Strangers and even Zane’s own aunt across the lake see his parents as a successful surgeon and his stylish wife, making appearances at their children’s ballet recitals and baseball games. Only Zane and his sister know the truth, until one brutal night finally reveals
cracks in the facade, and Zane escapes for college without a thought of looking back... Years later, Zane returns to his hometown determined to reconnect with the place and people that mean so much to him, despite the painful memories. As he resumes life in the colorful town,
he meets a gifted landscape artist named Darby, who is on the run from ghosts of her own. Together they will have to teach each other what it means to face the past, and stand up for the ones they love.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts presents Legacy, a new novel of a mother and a daughter, of ambition and romance, and of a traumatic past reawakened by a terrifying threat... Adrian Rizzo was seven when she met her father for the first time. That was the
day he nearly killed her—before her mother, Lina, stepped in. Soon after, Adrian was dropped off at her grandparents’ house in Maryland, where she spent a long summer drinking lemonade, playing with dogs, making a new best friend—and developing the stirrings of a crush
on her friend’s ten-year-old brother. Lina, meanwhile, traveled the country promoting her fitness brand and turning it into a billion-dollar business. There was no point in dwelling on the past. A decade later, Adrian has created her own line of yoga and workout videos, following
in Lina’s footsteps but intent on maintaining creative control. And she’s just as cool-headed and ambitious as her mother. They aren’t close, but they’re cordial—as long as neither crosses the other. But while Lina dismisses the death threats that Adrian starts getting as a routine
part of her daughter’s growing celebrity, Adrian can’t help but find the vicious rhymes unsettling. Year after year, they keep arriving—the postmarks changing, but the menacing tone the same. They continue after she returns to Maryland and becomes reacquainted with Raylan,
her childhood crush, all grown up and as gorgeously green-eyed as ever. Sometimes it even seems like the terrifying messages are indeed routine, like nothing will come of them. Until the murders start, and the escalation begins...
Ryan, normally distrustful of men, finds herself falling for the illusionist Pierce Atkins; Autumn believes that ex-flame Lucas MacLean may be a murderer.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts begins a new trilogy of adventure, romance, and magick in The Awakening. In the realm of Talamh, a teenage warrior named Keegan emerges from a lake holding a sword—representing both power and the terrifying
responsibility to protect the Fey. In another realm known as Philadelphia, a young woman has just discovered she possesses a treasure of her own... When Breen Kelly was a girl, her father would tell her stories of magical places. Now she’s an anxious twentysomething mired in
student debt and working a job she hates. But one day she stumbles upon a shocking discovery: her mother has been hiding an investment account in her name. It has been funded by her long-lost father—and it’s worth nearly four million dollars. This newfound fortune would be
life-changing for anyone. But little does Breen know that when she uses some of the money to journey to Ireland, it will unlock mysteries she couldn’t have imagined. Here, she will begin to understand why she kept seeing that silver-haired, elusive man, why she imagined his voice
in her head saying Come home, Breen Siobhan. It’s time you came home. Why she dreamed of dragons. And where her true destiny lies—through a portal in Galway that takes her to a land of faeries and mermaids, to a man named Keegan, and to the courage in her own heart
that will guide her through a powerful, dangerous destiny...
Graceful Hearts presents the two captivating novels in #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts's Bannion series together in one beautiful new volume. Reflections Lindsay Dunne has devoted her whole life to ballet, pushing herself and her students to achieve the
perfect beauty the craft requires. She loves her career, helping ballerinas grace the stage, and has never found her lack of a loving relationship to be a sacrifice. Until she meets Seth Bannion, the guardian of Lindsay’s most gifted protégé. An architect with his own ideas of the
girl’s potential, Seth challenges Lindsay’s tutoring, opening her eyes to the possibilities of a future beyond dance—and opening her heart to the possibilities of love. Dance of Dreams Five years have passed since prima ballerina Ruth Bannion joined the company founded by
Russian choreographer Nikolai Davidov. Five years of intense training that brought her into the spotlight, earning her audience appreciation and Nikolai's admiration. Now they are equals, starring in a sensual ballet that will inspire Ruth to break through Nikolai’s reserves so
they can finally share their hearts’ desires for one another. Previously Published
Storm Warning
(InterMix)
Catch My Heart
Heart and Soul
Financial Planning
The Novels of Nora Roberts, Volume 2
This volume contains a comprehensive examination of the crucial first ten years of the Arab League and of the continuing dilemma it faces in juggling opposing local and regional interests.
Heart of the SeaPenguin
From This Day B.J. Clark despised him. As the manager of the Lakeside Inn, she could only feel contempt for Taylor Reynolds, the man who had bought the hotel. His reputation for transforming lovely hotels into modern resorts preceded him. But when
Taylor arrives, B.J.'s loyalties become divided between the hotel and staff and the hot, torrid kisses that she and Taylor share. Her Mother's Keeper Gwen may have left Louisiana a starry-eyed innocent, but now she's returned successful and accomplished.
And with enough sense to deal with her mother's maddening boarder, Luke Powers. But once Gwen meets Luke—a man reputed to be an expert in both words and women—her composure disappears. Now she has stars in her eyes but isn't so innocent…
A couple forced to work together trade their business barbs to engage in more pleasurable activities in #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts’ From This Day. To hotel manager B. J. Clark, the Lakeside Inn is more than just a historic New
England landmark, it’s a place both staff and guests call home. So when wealthy hotelier Taylor Reynolds decides to add it to his global hospitality empire with plans to modernize its charm and character, B. J. prepares herself to resist this hostile takeover.
But she didn’t prepare for their heated discussions to take place behind closed doors where more passionate desires would arise.
A novel of peril and passion from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts. The last thing NYPD Sergeant James “Slade” Sladerman needs is to babysit a spoiled heiress. But Jessica Winslow’s antiques shop is suspected of being used by an
international smuggling ring, and Slade is being sent undercover to investigate—and keep Jessica out of trouble. The woman Slade meets isn’t what he expected. And neither is the desire that springs up between them… A Matter of Choice previously
appeared in From the Heart.
Where The Heart Is
Rules of the Game
Irish Born
The Heart of Devin Mackade
This Magic Moment Storm Warning
From This Day
"Darcy Gallagher has always believed in the pull of fate, the magic of legend...and the importance of money. She longs to find a rich man who will sweep her away--into a world filled with glamour and adventure, and the exotic life that
is her destiny... A wealthy businessman with Irish blood, Trevor Magee has come to Ardmore to build a theater--and to uncover the secrets hidden in his family's past. He thought he had given up on love long ago, but Darcy Gallagher
tempts him like no woman ever has. She's gorgeous and intelligent, and she knows what she wants--and he's more than willing to give it to her. But as their mutual attraction flares into passion, they look into their hearts--and find out
what happens when you truly believe"-An exhilarating story of passion’s unexpected twists and turns from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts. Megan Miller didn’t put her own dreams on hold to run the family amusement park just to have some arrogant,
sports car-driving, California businessman take it all away. Plus, Joyland Amusement Park is her grandfather’s life—and he’s all Megan has left in the world. But David “Katch” Katcherton isn’t used to taking no for an answer. And the
more Megan resists him on all fronts, the more Katch wants her—but not just for fun and games… A NORA ROBERTS CLASSIC AVAILABLE DIGITALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME
A story of misplaced expectations and unexpected passion from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts. For a change of pace, renowned anthropologist Kasey Wyatt takes a job working for bestselling author Jordan Taylor,
who needs helps researching his latest novel about the Plains Indians. Upon arriving at Jordan’s impressive Palm Springs estate, Kasey finds all the trappings of a family, but none of the warmth. Jordan’s forbidding mother is
immediately suspicious of her, while Jordan’s shy and serious orphaned niece represses her curiosity. Jordan himself is an expert at hiding his emotions behind an aristocratic facade. Hardly the quiet and bookish woman they were all
expecting, Kasey infuses their lives with light and laughter. And suddenly Jordan finds himself drawn to a woman unlike any he has ever desired, one who is able to transform his day-to-day existence into a life worth living. . . . “You
can’t bottle wish fulfillment, but Ms. Roberts certainly knows how to put it on the page.”—The New York Times “When it comes to true romance, no one does it better than Nora.”—Booklist (starred review)
Only when Shawn Gallagher mixes his music with magic is he able to see how much tomboy Brenna O'Toole cares about him.
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New York Times bestselling author NORA ROBERTS will delight with these two classic tales of love meant to be! Best Laid Plans Abra Wilson had met men like Cody Johnson before—charmers who could make a woman's heart rise and
fall, and smile their way out of any situation. The overconfident East Coast architect fits the bill perfectly, and Abra has no plans to fall under his spell…no matter how distracting he might become. Fortunately, Cody has plans of his
own that not even Abra will be able to resist! From This Day When B. J. Clark, manager of the Lakeside Inn, meets the new owner, Taylor Reynolds, she is fully prepared to dislike him. She fears that he plans to transform her lovely,
sleepy old hotel into a resort for jet-setters. But when sparks fly between them, B.J. finds herself torn between her professional antagonism and her growing attraction to the man she had sworn to despise.
The Heart's Victory
The Dragon Heart Legacy, Book 2
Summer Love
The Choice
Her Mother's Keeper
Karrawirra Parri

In Her Mother s Keeper, America s favorite writer (The New Yorker)̶#1 bestselling phenomenon Nora Roberts̶tells the tale of a daughter determined to protect her mom from a celebrity notorious for his trysts, only to find herself falling under
his spell. When Gwen Lacrosse learns her mother has taken in the famous novelist Luke Powers as a boarder, she immediately catches a flight from New York to her hometown just outside New Orleans. Convinced the reputed womanizing author is going
to break her mother s heart, Gwen wants him gone. But when Luke turns his skills with words and seduction on Gwen, she finds her will collapsing under the weight of her growing desire.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts presents Heart and Soul, two classic novels of passion and suspense in one volume. From This Day To hotel manager B. J. Clark, the Lakeside Inn is more than just a historic New England landmark, it s
a place both staff and guests call home. So when wealthy hotelier Taylor Reynolds decides to add it to his global hospitality empire with plans to modernize its charm and character, B. J. prepares herself to resist this takeover. But she didn t prepare for
their heated discussions to take place behind closed doors where more passionate desires would arise. Storm Warning Back in rural Virginia to run her aunt s mountain inn, Autumn Gallegher is surprised to find the resort so full of guests̶and shocked
to discover Lucas McLean among them. A writer of extraordinary depth and talent, Lucas s way with words won Autumn s love in a passionate affair that he ended without warning. Three years later, she s still drawn to his dark intensity and desires
him more than ever. But when a guest s dead body is discovered, Lucas becomes the prime suspect. And while Autumn still loves Lucas, she also has evidence that could convict him of murder...
BOOK ONE OF THE GALLAGHERS OF ARDMORE TRILOGY In Gallagher s Pub, where the fire is burning low and the pints are waiting, #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts has a story to tell... Determined to reevaluate her life, Jude Murray
flees America to take refuge in Faerie Hill Cottage, immersing herself in the study of Irish folklore and discovering hope for the future of the magical past. Finally back home in Ireland after years of traveling, Aidan Gallagher possesses an uncommon
understanding of his country s haunting myths. Although he s devoted to managing the family pub, a hint of wildness still glints in his eyes̶and in Jude, he sees a woman who can both soothe his heart and stir his blood. And he begins to share the
legends of the land with her̶while they create a passionate history of their own. Don t miss the other books in the Gallaghers of Ardmore Trilogy Tears of the Moon Heart of the Sea
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts concludes her Irish Hearts Trilogy with the story of a couple bound by business but fated to fall in love in Irish Rebel. The Royal Meadows farm in Maryland has been in Keeley Grant s family for
generations. Their thoroughbred horses are the pride of the Grant legacy, but to Keeley they re majestic animals that she cares for and loves. Nothing brings her more joy than sharing her affection and teaching children to ride. But Brian Donnelly, the
new horse trainer fresh from Ireland, thinks Keeley is nothing more than a pampered princess more accustomed to side saddle strutting than farm work. Until he witnesses firsthand her wild heart that resembles his own rebellious nature and brings them
together in unexpected passion.
Describes a systemic process that utilizes such established concepts as organizing engagements, gathering client data, customizing client analyses, developing recommendations, preparing client reports and presentations. Discusses various work
programs, engagement correspondence, checklists and other practice aids which can be used to enhance the financial planning process. Includes less traditional financial planning concepts such as becoming licensed to offer financial products.
Tonight and Always
A Novel
Untamed / Her Mother's Keeper
A Matter of Choice
Irish Rebel
The conclusion of the epic trilogy from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Awakening and The Becoming. Talamh is a land of green hills, high mountains, deep forests, and seas, where magicks thrive. But portals allow for passage in and out—and ultimately, each
must choose their place, and choose between good and evil, war and peace, life and death... Breen Siobhan Kelly grew up in the world of Man and was once unaware of her true nature. Now she is in Talamh, trying to heal after a terrible battle and heartbreaking losses. Her
grandfather, the dark god Odran, has been defeated in his attempt to rule over Talamh, and over Breen—for now. With the enemy cast out and the portal sealed, this is a time to rest and to prepare. Breen spreads her wings and realizes a power she’s never experienced before. It’s
also a time for celebrations—of her first Christmas in both Talamh and Ireland, of solstice and weddings and births—and daring to find joy again in the wake of sorrow. She rededicates herself to writing her stories, and when his duties as taoiseach permit, she is together with
Keegan, who has trained her as a warrior and whom she has grown to love. It’s Keegan who’s at her side when the enemy’s witches, traitorous and power-mad, appear to her in her sleep, practicing black magick, sacrificing the innocent, and plotting a brutal destruction for
Breen. And soon, united with him and with all of Talamh, she will seek out those in desperate need of rescue, and confront the darkness with every weapon she has: her sword, her magicks—and her courage...
Nora Roberts, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the epic Year One returns with Of Blood and Bone, a new tale of terror and magick in a brand new world. They look like an everyday family living an ordinary life. But beyond the edges of this peaceful farm, unimaginable
forces of light and dark have been unleashed. Fallon Swift, approaching her thirteenth birthday, barely knows the world that existed before—the city where her parents lived, now in ruins and reclaimed by nature since the Doom sickened and killed billions. Traveling anywhere is a
danger, as vicious gangs of Raiders and fanatics called Purity Warriors search for their next victim. Those like Fallon, in possession of gifts, are hunted—and the time is coming when her true nature, her identity as The One, can no longer be hidden. In a mysterious shelter in the
forest, her training is about to begin under the guidance of Mallick, whose skills have been honed over centuries. She will learn the old ways of healing; study and spar; encounter faeries and elves and shifters; and find powers within herself she never imagined. And when the
time is right, she will take up the sword, and fight. For until she grows into the woman she was born to be, the world outside will never be whole again.
Don’t miss the exciting introduction to the Stanislaski series from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts! TAMING NATASHA Composer Spencer Kimball and his young daughter are new to town. It’s a small community, and in such close quarters beauty is hard to
miss—and when he sets eyes on Natasha Stanislaski, he’s thunderstruck by the intensity of his attraction. The former ballet dancer turned toy shop owner has a fiery temperament that draws Spencer like a moth to a flame. However, he isn’t sure if Natasha would be interested in
a single father. Sensing a hidden wound, Spencer and his little girl join forces to find a way into Natasha’s closely guarded heart. He’ll do whatever it takes to tame Natasha’s fears…and show her how to love. Previously published. LURING A LADY Nothing in Sydney Hayward’s
background of wealth and privilege had prepared her to take the helm of her grandfather’s business. Her new responsibilities leave no time for complications. Sydney has learned the hard way that she could never trust anyone, but her tenant Mikhail Stanislaski is hard to resist.
Down-to-earth, yet stubborn, he comes from a world utterly different from her own. She doesn’t have room in her life for romance—but Mikhail seems to know exactly how to win her over...one smoldering kiss at a time. Previously published.
The Best Laid Plans of an architect and a structural engineer go awry when a disagreement over blueprints becomes a foundation for love in this Loving Jack novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts. Cody Johnson knows his building designs are solid.
Abra Wilson believes she can’t possibly construct anything so fancifully imagined. Collaborating on this new resort leads to many heated debates—as well as unexpected rises in passion. But even as Cody and Abra put in overtime professionally and personally, someone
determined to sabotage the project puts their lives in danger.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts, Storm Warning is the thrilling novel of one woman’s loving heart aroused by terrifying suspicion. Back in rural Virginia to take over her aunt’s mountain inn, Autumn Gallagher is surprised to find the resort so full of
guests—and shocked to discover Lucas McLean among them. A writer of extraordinary depth and talent, Lucas’s way with words won Autumn’s love in a passionate affair that he ended without warning. Three years later, she’s still drawn to his dark intensity and desires him
more than ever. But when a guest’s dead body is discovered, Lucas becomes the police’s prime suspect. And while Autumn still loves Lucas, she also has evidence that could convict him of murder...
The Heart of the Home
The Crystallization of the Arab State System, 1945-1954
Nora Roberts's The Gallaghers of Ardmore Trilogy
From This Day and Storm Warning - A 2-in-1 Collection
Less of a Stranger
Heart of the Sea

An estranged couple traveling down different roads in life unexpectedly reunite to cross the finish line together in #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts’s The Heart’s Victory. Once, Cynthia
“Foxy” Fox pursued racecar driver Lance Matthews, who dismissed her teenage attentions as a simple crush. Now a professional photographer, she is assigned to cover the racing circuit—and seeing him again
thrills her even as she finds his dangerous career unnerving. Lance cannot believe the awkward girl he once knew has become a confident and desirable woman. And fate has given him the opportunity to
discover who Foxy really is—and if the love she once felt for him can be rekindled.
The Dragon Heart Legacy, Book 3
Best Laid Plans
Heart of the Game
Hidden Heart
Tears of the Moon
A 2-in-1 Collection
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